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SOLUTIONS TO THE KORTEWEG-DE VRIES EQUATION
WITH INITIAL PROFILE IN L([)L(R+)*
AMY COHENf AND THOMAS KAPPELER
Abstract. The Cauchy problem for the Korteweg-deVdes equation is considered with initial profile
integrable against (1 + Ix[) dx on R and against (1 + ]x])N dx on R+. Classical solutions are constructed for
N => 11/4. Under mild additional hypotheses the solution evolves in L2().
Key words. Korteweg-de Vries equation, inverse scattering method
AMS(MOS) subject classification. 35Q20
1. Introduction and summary of results. This paper considers the initial value
problem for the Korteweg-deVries equation (KdV),
(1.1)
(1.2)
under the hypothesis that
(1.3a)
ut -6uux + Ux,, 0,
u(x,O)--U(x),
(1.3b)
No diiterentiability is assumed at all. The goal is to find the range of N such that the
problem (1.1), (1.2) has a solution. Our existence theorem is based on a construction
suggested by the inverse scattering method. We show that if N _-> 11/4, then a classical
solution exists in > 0 which approaches its initial profile in an appropriate distribution
sense as --> 0+.
These results improve considerably on earlier work of the first author [3], which
required that U be at least piecewise C as well as that U be integrable against
(1 + ]xl)v dx on R for large enough N. By using Kappeler’s new L2 inverse scattering
result [8], we are also able to get control over our solution as x--c, at least for U
satisfying a rather mild additional hypothesis. These results also improve on work of
Sachs [14], who requires that U(x) be integrable against (1 +]xl)N dx on all of R with
N> 11/4 rather than only on R+ with N >- 11/4. Sachs claims convergence to initial
profile in a weighted L norm on each halfline In, +o); it appears that his proof of
this point is flawed.
There is no direct comparison between our results and the very interesting paper
of Kruzhkov and Faminskii 11 ], in which they prove the existence of a weak solution
to KdV with arbitrary L2 initial data, and show that the solution is classical if the
datum is not only L2 on but also L: with respect to (1 + Ix]) dx on +. While Sachs’
paper uses a ditterent inverse scattering construction from ours (Deift and Trubowitz
[5] rather than Faddeev [6]), Kruzhkov and Faminskii use a different approach
altogether: they cut off and mollify their initial profile, apply results of Yakupov 19]
and Shabat [16] solving KdV with data in C(R), and then take limits.
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In their pioneering paper [7], Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura showed that
if u(x, t) solved KdV and evolved in the Schwartz class , then the scattering data of
the Schr6dinger equation
(1.4) -y"+ u(x, t)y k2y
evolved according to simple first order linear o.d.e.’s in the variable t. By appealing
to Faddeev’s inverse scattering theory [6], they showed that u(x, t) for > 0 could be
recovered from u(x, 0). This idea has been the basis for a succession of existence
theorems [17], [3], [13], [14] employing progressively weaker hypotheses on the initial
profile U.
Rather than give a detailed exposition of the forward scattering theory of (1.4)
we refer the reader to Cohen’s paper [4].
In 2 we analyze the scattering data associated to (1.4) under the hypothesis
UL(R), i.e., U is integrable with respect to (l/lxl’) dx, with N->I. The main
result is Proposition 2.5 which says that generically the reflection coefficient R/ is in
Cv-I(R)O C(---{0}) and limk_,O kR+<C)(k) existsmbut that if U is exceptional,
then R/ is only in C-2()f") CV-(--- {0}) and limk_,O kR+<N-)(k) exists.
In 3 we analyze the kernels I/(x, t) and f/_(x, t) used in the Marchenko equations
(M+ B+(x, y, t) + f+(x + y, t) + B+(x, z, t)f+(x + y + z, t) dz O,
(M B_(x, y, t) + fl_(x + y, t) + foo B_(x, z, t)fl_(x +y + z, t) dz O.
What Gardner, Green, Kruskal and Miura showed was that if u(x, t) solves KdV, and
f+ are as defined below, then
u(x, t)=-OxB+(x, O, t)= +OxB_(x, O, t).
The kernels are defined as follows:
fl+(x, t) F+(x, t) + 2 E c+j exp(-2Kjx + 8K} t)
where
and
where
F+(x, t) .11"-1 foo R+(k) exp (2ikx + 8ik t) dk
fl_(x, t)= F_(x, t)+ 2 E c_j exp (2rjx- 8r t)
F_(x, t)= 7r
-11_oo R_(k) exp (-2ikx-8ik3t) dk.
Clearly the existence, regularity and decay of the B+/-(x, y, t) depend on the regularity
and decay of the I,. In 3, we show that for each fixed > 0, 0f//(x, t) is continuous
for 0 -< v -< 2N+ 3/2 and establish algebraic decay rates as x +oo for these derivatives.
We also analyze the decay and regularity of I/(x, t) using the properties of R/ proved
in Proposition 2.5. To study F_, we note just that R_ is quite similar to R/ in its
regularity and decay. Then we see that the decay of f/_ is controlled by that of F_
and that the integral for F_ has stationary points when x < 0. Nonetheless we find that
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if U L, N=>5, and R_n)(k) O(k-x) for h _>-5/2, then O,f_(x, t)= O(IXI -A/2+1/4)
as x---)
In 5 we prove sharper versions of the following results.
Result 1. Suppose U satisfies (1.3a) and (1.3b) with N=> 11/4. Then there is a
classical solution u(x, t) of KdV in > 0 such that
u(x, t)- U(x) in n-l(+o)).
Result 2. Suppose that U L15(I)f’IL2(I) and that R+")(k) O(Ikl
for some X > 5/2, and n 0, 1, 2. Then the solution given by Result 1 evolves in L2(R)
for t>0.
Result 3. Suppose that N_>-3 and that U Lv(R) if U is generic but that U
Lv+l() if U is nongeneric. Suppose further that (l/lxl)’-U(x) is in L2(). If
u(x, t) is the solution to KdV given by Result 1, then x’u(x, t)-x’U(x) in L2(+oo)
as t0fora=0anda=N-1.
We should also remark that the question of uniqueness is still largely open.
Uniqueness is known for the initial value problem for KdV if the initial profile is in
H with s _->3/2 [2], [10], [15]. Uniqueness is also known within the class of solutions
u(x, t) such that u(x, t) and u,(x, t) go to 0 as x- +o and u,,(x, t) is bounded as
x
-
+o 12]. Kruzhkov and Faminskii 11] have shown that the problem (1.1), (1.2)
is well posed in the class of functions U which are L2 on and L2 with respect to a
weight on +. Unless we add to our minimal hypotheses we cannot show that our
solution u(x, t) evolves in a class where either of these uniqueness theorems applies.
Notational conventions. The operator 0x denotes the partial derivative with respect
to the subscript variable.
f*(x, k) the complex conjugate of f(x, k).
In dealing with functions of x and k, prime (’) always denotes the x-derivative and
dot (.) always denotes the k-derivative; thus
f’(x, k)= Oxf(x, k), f’(x, k)= Okf(X, k).
The space Lv(+oo) consists of functions g(x) such that
]g(x)](1 + Ixl) dx < oo for all finite X.
x
The space L2(+oo) consists of functions g(x) such that
I,,’ Ig(x)l= dx < oo for all finite X.
We use aVb to denote max {a, b).
2. Analysis of the initial scattering data.
2.1. The Jost functions. Suppose that U(x) belongs to L(R) with N_>- 1. Then
the Jost functions for
(2.1) -y"+ U(x)y k2y
are the solutions f/(x, k) and f_(x, k) with the asymptotic behavior
(2.2) f+(x, k)--. e+ik as x +oo, y_(x, k).-- e-ik as x -.
These exist for Im k >-0 and can be represented as
(2.3) f+(x, k)= e’kh+(x, k), f_(x, k)= e-’kh_(x, k)
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where
(2.4) h+(x, k)= 1 + B+(x, y) e2’ky dy,
where, in turn,
h_(x, k)= 1 +I B_(x, y) e-2’ky dy
Further
(:2.7+)
(2.6+)
Here R+= [0, az) and R-= (-, 0]. Moreover, the maps x--> B+(x,. are absolutely
continuous and Fr6chet differentiable from to LI(+). The following estimates are
valid since U L()"
B+/-(x, y) is continuous on x g:.
IB+/-( x, Y)I <= exp t- x)l U( t)l at U(t)l dr,
+y
IOxB+(x, y) + U(x + y)l
<- exp (t- x)l U(t)l dt U(t)l dt U(s)l as,
+y
IOyB+(x, y) + U(x + y)]
--<2 exp (t-x)lu(t)l dt Iv(t)l at Iu(s)l
+y
Analogous bounds (2.5-), (2.6-) and (2.7-) hold for B_(x, y), O,B_(x, y)- U(x + y)
and OyB_(x, y)-U(x +y) in terms of integrals over left-half-lines. See [1], [3]-[6] for
details. Applying these bounds to the forms (2.3), (2.4), one obtains the following.
PROPOSITION 2.1. For any fixed x, the functions y"B+(x, y), y"O,B+(x, y), and
ynOyB+(x, y) are integrable over 0< y < o for 0 <- n <-_ N- 1. Similar results hoMfor B_
with integrability over -o<y < O.
It follows that h/(x, k) and Oh/(x, k) are (N- 1) times continuously differentiable
with respect to k. Indeed, if 1 -< n -< N- 1 and Im k => 0, then
o,[h+(x, k)] (2iy)"B+(x, y) e2’ky dy.
If in addition k # 0, then an integration by parts yields
O,[h+(x, k)]- [n(2iy)"-lB+(x, y)+(2iy)"OyB+(x, y)] e2’ky dy.
(2.9) O,O[h+(x, k)] (2iy)"OxB+(x, y) e2iky dy.
Thus for 1 <_- n _-< N- 1 and for each finite X, kO,h+(x, k) and O,Oxh+(x, k) are uniformly
bounded on {(x, k): x _>- X and Im k >_- 0}.
It is possible to get better information about the regularity of h+(x, k) by using
the approach of Deift and Trubowitz [5, p. 130]. Let
(2.10) Dk(y) e2’k‘ dt (e2’ky 1)/2 ik.
B+/-(x,. LI(+) {"] L(R) L2(R+/-),
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Deift and Trubowitz show that h+(x, k)= 1 +x Dk(t-y)U(t)h+(t, k) dr. The next
several propositions are similar to results in [4]-[6].
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume that U L(g) with N >- 1. As functions of k with x
fixed in R, h+(x, k) and Oxh+(x, k) are CN-1 on {k: Im k->0} and Cr on {k: Im k->
0, k # 0}. Further kOh+(x, k) and kOOxh+(x, k) extend continuously to k O. Moreover
there are nonincreasing functions K(x) such that for 0 <- n <= N, Im k >- O, and x <-_ < oo
(i) [k Oh+(t, k)[ _-< K(x),
[k] [O,Oh+(t k)[<_ K(x and(ii) Ik[+l
(iii) kO[h+(x, k)]0 and O01x[h+(x, k)]0 as [k[-o, uniformly in Im k_->0.
Proof. We have already noted the claimed regularity on {k: Im k-> 0}. To get the
Nth derivative away from k 0, we differentiate (2.10) N times formally and multiply
by k. Thus if Oh+(x, k) exists then w=-k Oh+(x, k) satisfies the integral equation
(2.11) (I-T)w= r
where
and
T[g](x)
---
Dk( x) U( t)g( t) dt
r(x)=-- E C k O[[Dk(t-x)]U(t)O-h+(t, k) dt
’=1
for easily computable C. For any finite X, T is a bounded operator on L(X, );
indeed for m
IlTmgll Ilgll IN(t)[ dt/lk[
Since [ko[D(y)]l 12yl for all v 0, it follows that
Ilrll E C 12(t-x)l g(t)lA(x) at
where
A(x) sup {10h+(t, k)[: Im k ->_ 0, 0 =</x =< N 1, x _<- =< oo}.
Note that A(x) is finite and nonincreasing. One can also verify that
f, 12(t- x)[[ U(t)[ dt <= K(x) for 1 -< v_<- N
where K is the nonincreasing function
12tll g(t)l at + 12xl IN(t)[ dt if x < 0,
K,(x)
12till u(t)[ at if x _-> 0.
So Ilrll in L(X, oo) is bounded by a nonincreasing function B(X)= K(X)Y CK.
It follows that the solution of (2.11) is given by
w=Tmr
m=O
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and that w is continuous in x and k in R x {Im k-> 0}. Further analysis reveals that
w(x, k)/k is indeed Oh+(x, k) and that
Ikoh+(x, k)l=<exp Iu(t)l dt/Ikl B(x).
Continuing in this vein one finds that kOh+(x, k) has a derivative with respect to x
in distribution sense, and then that dlx[koh/(x, k)] is a classical derivative as well,
and satisfies (ii) and (iii).
Remark. The factor (1 + Ikl) -1 in (ii) is necessary because the term with n N in
the sum for r(x)involves kh/(x, k), which grows like
2.2. Regularity and decay of WIf_,f+l and WIf*+,f_l. Let W(k) and V(k) be
defined on Im k -> 0 by W(k) W[f_, f/] and V(k) W[f*+, f_]. Since f_, f/, and f+*
solve (2.1), these Wronskians are independent of x. Evaluating at x 0, we get
(2.12) W(k)= h_(0, k)h’+(O, k)-h’(O, k)h+(O, k)+2ikh_(O, k)h/(O, k)
and
(2.13) V(k) h*+(O, k)h’(O, k)-h_(0, k)h*+’(0, k).
Where ambiguity is possible we reserve prime (’) for O/Ox and dot (.) for a/Ok.
The following propositions follow immediately from the results of 2.1.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume U L() with N >-_ 1. Then W C-() CI C (
{0}). Moreover kO[W(k)] extends continuously to k-0. For all n with O<-n<-_N,
limlkl_. O[ W(k) 2ik] O.
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume U L() with N >- 1. Then V C-() f’) C(
{0}); kO[ V(k)] extends continuously to k 0; and limlkl_ 0[ V(k)] 0 for 0 <- n <-- N.
2.3. Regularity and decay of R+(k), R_(k). Recall that the reflection coefficients
R+ and R_ are defined for k # 0 by
V(k) V*(k)g/(k) g_(k)W(k)’ W(k)
We concentrate on R/(k); R_(k) can be analyzed by the same methods. Note that
W(k)R+(k)= V(k)
so that formally
(2.14) W(k)R(+")(k) V(")(k)- R(+)(k) W("-)(k).
0
PROPOSITION 2.5. Assume that U L() with N >- 1. Then R+ Cv( {0}) and
limlkl_,oo kR(+")( k) 0 for 0 <-_ n <= N.
Furthermore
(A) If U is ofgeneric type, then R+ CV-l() and kR(+V)(k) extends continuously
to k=0.
(B) If U is ofexceptional type and N >- 2, then R+ CV-E(R) and both kR+-l)(k)
and kER+V)(k) extend continuously to k=0.
Proof. The regularity away from k-0 and the decay as k +o follow from
Propositions 2.3 and 2.4.
If U is generic then W(k) is nonzero on R and (A) follows by an induction using
(2.14). Suppose next that U is exceptional and that N_->2. Then instead of treating
R/ as the ratio V/W we treat R/ as the quotient of V/k and W/k. In this case it is
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known that Wk is continuous on R and never zero. Since V/k and W/k are CN-2
on R, so is R/. Using (2.14) it is easy to complete the proof of (B).
We now turn to results involving L2 hypotheses as well as L assumptions on U.
LEMMA 2.6. Suppose that y"U(y) Lm() and U(y) Lv+l( for 0 <- v <- n. Then
V(v) L2 for 0 <- v <-_ n.
Proof. Deift and Trubowitz [5, p. 159] have proved that
V(k) I?oo 1-II(y) e-2’kY dy
where there is a constant K such that
IIIa(y)l<=lU(y)l+ KL(y)
for
L(y)= IU(t)l at ify>_-0, L(y)= IU(t)[ dt fory<0.
To show that V() L2, it suffices to show that yIIl(y) L2. Since
II/,(y)l <_- (1 + K=)(IU(y)I=+ L(y)2)
it follows that
;o io ioyII,(y)l dy<-(l+K2) lye(y)l dy+(l+K2) y2L(y)2 dy.
The first term is finite since yU(y) L2. Further
Io )(Iy(y) dy y e()l d y e(t)l at dy=o =y =y
--< le()l d y Ie(t)l at dy
=0 =o =y
s"ls(s)lds
=o t=o ’+l
IU(t)ldt("
Thus yI]l(y) is in L on +; the proof that it is in L
-
on
-
is similar. 13
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that e LN() arid that yne(y) Lm() for 0<= n <= M.
(A) If e is of generic type, then R(+) L() and kR(+")(k) L-() for 0<= n <=
min {M, N- 1}.
(B) If U is of exceptional type, then R(+’) L’() and kR(+n)(k) L() for 0<= n <=
min {M, N 2}.
Proof. The proof is an induction based on the formula
We discuss (A) first. Since W(k) is continuous, never zero, and grows like Ikl at +oo
it follows that 1/W is in L
-
and that k/W L. Since V e L, it follows that R+ V/W
is both L and L, and that kR+ L.
Keep 0<_- n <_-min {M, N- 1}. We then know that V(") e L and that W() L for
1 -<_ t,-<_ n, then R(+") L CI L and kR(+") L. Result (A) now follows by induction.
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The induction for result (B) is similar, except that in the exceptional case we have
only R+ s C-2. lq
3. Regularity and decay of l+(x, t) and l/_(x, t) for t > 0.
3.1. Properties of F+(x, t). Recall from the introduction that the kernel of the
Marchenko equation (M+ is
l)+(x, t)= F+(x, t) + G+(x, t)
where
F+(x, t) r-1 I_oo R+(k) exp (2ikx + 8ik t) dk
and
G+(x, t) 2 E c+j exp (-2Kjx + 8Kt).
jeJ
Since G+(x, t) is C and decays exponentially as x +oo for fixed > 0, we need to
concentrate on the properties of F/. In the first part of this subsection we use a
representation of F/(x, t) in terms of F/(x) and the Airy function to find out as much
as possible about F/(x, t) without using differentiability of R/(k). Later we report on
what can be said of F/(x, t) using derivatives of R/(k) by a careful extension of the
methods of Cohen in [3]. For convenience, we set
F+(x) := F+(x, O)= 7r
-
[o R+(k) e2’k dk.
J_
LEMMA 3.1. /f U(x) L(R), then R+(k) L2(R) and F+(x) L2().
Proof. These results are well known; see [5].
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose U(x) L() CI L(+) for some N with N 11/4. en
(a) IF+(x)l(1 + x) N-I dx (,
(b) Io+F+(x)l(1 + x) dx <.
Proof. Because of the exponential decay of G+(x, O) as x- +oo, it is enough to
prove the analogues of (a) and (b) for f/. By Faddeev [6, p. 155], we know that
(3.1) I+(x)l-<- C(x) f U(z)l dz
dx
and
(3.2) Ioxa+(x)- u(x)l C(x) Iu(z)l dz
where each C(x) is a nonincreasing function of x. Now by (3.1)
io In/(x)lx"-’ dx <- c(0) u(z)l dzx-’ ax=0
c(o) g(z)l XN-I dx dz
z=O =o
C(O)N-1 IU(z)lz’az<oo.
=0
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Thus (a) follows. For (b), use (3.2)"
Io IoIo/c/(x)lx’ dx<-_ Iu(z)lx" dx/ C(x) Iu(z)l dz x dx.
The first term is finite by hypothesis. For the second,
Iu(z)l dz x dx x IU(z)ldz x
-
IU(z)l dz dx
=0 =0
zls(z)l dz x-’ Is(z)l dz dx
=0
IU(z)lzdz x
-
Iu(z)l dz dx
Iu(z)lzdz Iu(zl
-
ddz
=0 =0
Is(z)lz dz N-’ IS(z)lzdz
=0
since each factor is finite.
By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 we know that F+(x) is a real valued function such that
To analyze F+(x, t) with > 0, we use the obseation 13] that F+(x, t) is essentially
a convolution of F+(x) with an ry function:
(3.3) F+(x, t)= (3t)-/ F+(y) Ai (3t)/3 dy.
We use the following propeies of the Airy function 13]"
(3.4) IAi (z)l <
(3.5) Ai ()e C(N) and Ai" ()= Ai (),
Ii( ()1 C2( +11)/-1/ a-,(3.
IAi( ()1 C(
Because of the different behavior at +m and -m, it is convenient to divide the integral
in (3.3) into pieces. To this end let (x) denote a nonincreasing C function such that
(x)= on -<xl, (x)=0 onx<.
Let (x):= 1 (x). Next set (x) F+(x)(x) for 1, 2. Next set
(3.7) (x, t)
(3t)-l/a F(y) Ai (3t)1/3 dy if t>0,
(x) if 0.
Note that F+(x, t)= F(x, t)+ FE(X, t).
LEMMA 3.3.
(a) F(x, t) is C in
(b) lim+ x OFl(X, t)=0 for nonnegative integers n,j;
(c) o lOaFs(x, t)lx dx < for all j, m.
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Proof. Part (c) follows immediately from (a) and (b). The regularity (a) follows
from (3.7), the rapid decay of all Aij) (z) as z +oo, and the fact that supp F1
___
(-oo, 1].
Now
OF(x, t) (3t) -1/3 F(y) Ai(J) (3t)’i3 (3t)-/3 dy
and
IoF,(x, t)l--< (3t) -(s+’)/3 IF,(y)l dy IAis) (3t)l/3 dy
Setting : (x y)/ (3 t)1/3 we see that the second integral is
I(x, t)= IAij) (:)12(3t) 1/3 d:.
x-1)(3t)-1/3
Since Aij) (:) decays faster than exponentially as :--) +oo, it follows that I(x, t) decays
at least exponentially fast as x- +oo, and (b) follows, rq
We next analyze F2(x, t). Note that supp F2_ [0, +oo] and that Ai ((x-y)l(3t) 1/3)
is less well behaved as y +. A technical remark precedes the analysis.
LEMMA 3.4. There is a constant C such that
IAi (-:)1 <- C(1 v )-1/4 for all real .
Proof. We know that IAi (z)l < 1 for all z, and that there is a K such that
Imi (z)l =< g (1 + I 1) for all z _-< 0.
Choose C max { 1, K }. If : <- 1, then (1 v :) 1 and
Imi (-:)1_-< 1 (1 v )-1/4 C(1 v )-1/4.
If r > 1, then (1 v :)= : and
Imi (-)l<-K(l+)-ll4<--C(1 v )-1/4
since(lv:)/(l+:)_-<l for :>1. Iq
LEMMA 3.5. (a) FE(X, t) is continuous in R x (0, oo).
(b) If 0 <- n <- N- 1, then FE(X, t) o(x-n) as x
-
+o.
(c) If O<-n<- N-7/4, then o xnlF2(x, t)l dx<oo.
Proof. Because of the support of FE(X) we have
x--y(3.8) F2(x, t)=(3t) -1/3 F(y) Ai (3t)1/5, dy.
The integrand is continuous in (x, t) e R x N+ for each y. By its definition, F(y)
By (3.4) the integrand is bounded by IF(y)l. Thus (a) follows by Lebesgue’s dominated
convergence theorem.
For (b) we assume 0-< n-<_ N-1, keep x->_ 2, and fix > 0. Let A(x, t) denote the
part of the integral in (3.8) over [0, x/2], and B(x, t), the part over Ix oo). We need
to show that xnA(x, t) and xB(x, t) go to 0 as x +c. Now
x"A(x, t)= x"
.o
F(y) Ai t)l/ dy
x/()/
x" Ai ()F2(x-(3t)l/)(3t) 1/3 d.
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Note :> x/2(3t) 1/3 implies x<-2(3t)l/3. So
x/(3t) t/3
Ix"m(x, t)l<=2n(3t) (n+l)/3 Cnlmi ()F2(x-(3t)l/3)] d] x/2(3t) 1/3
2"(3t)"+)/3 IF()I ds ="lmi ()1 d$x/2(3t)/3
The decay rate (3.6) of Ai at + is such that 2"lAi ()12 is integrable on +. Thus
x"A(x, t)
-
0 as x
-
+.
Next, since IAi (s) 1 for all s,
Ix"B(x, t)l= x FE(y)Ai x- y 2
/2 (3t)/3 dy /2Y"[FE(y)[ dy.
Since F L_I(R+) and n N- 1, x"B(x, t) 0 as x +. Thus (b) is proved. For
(c) note that
Io fo Iy ((3)x"l(x, t)l ax x" (3t)-’/ =o (y) Ai -xt),. ay ax
(3t)-1/3 :oX" IF(y)I Ai (3t)/3 dydx
+(3)-1/3 X IF()l ai y-x
=o =o (3t)/3 dy&.
Call these terms T1 and T2. It suffices to show T1 and T2 are finite. Now by Lemma 3.4
x y ( { Y--X}) -1/4r (3-/ =. x l(ylc v (3/ a ax
Iy ;x’ (Y--X) -1/4C(3t) -/3 If=(y)l x" 1 v
=o =o (3t)/3 dxdy
ffy ov (Y--X) -1/4C(3t) -1/3 IF(Y)I x dx dy.=o (3t) 1/3
It is easy to prove by induction on n that
x 3t),/ dxN (3t)-/Ky+3/4.
Thus there is a function C C(t) such that
r c( I(yy+/ a.
=0
Since n+N N- 1 and F e L_(N+), T1 < m. Next
T= (3t)-" I(Y)I x" Ai Y-
=o =y (3t)l/3 dxdy.
Consider the inside integral I(y) and let =(x-y)/(3t)/3. Thus
I()= (+ (3t)/)lAi ()l(3t)/ d
0
N2(3t)/ (y+(3t)/3)Ai()dNC(t)y+G(t)
=0
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for positive functions Cl(t), C2(t), since :JlAi (:)l LI(R+) for all j=>0. Now
T2 --< (3t)-1/3
=0
because n <= N-7/4< N-1 and F2 L_(R+).
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose 0 <-_j <= 2N+ 1/2. Then
(a) OJOxF2(x, t) is continuous in x (0, o),
(b) OxF2(x, t) o(x-n) as x +ofor 0 <- n <- N. Ifj >- 1, then OOF_(x, t) o(x-)
as x+o for O<-n<-N+1/4-j/2,
(c) o x"lOJoxF2(x, t)] dx < for 0<-_ n <- N--j/2.
Proof. From (3.3) we see
(3.9) OxF(x, t)=(3t) -2/3 FE(y) Ai’ y-xti. de.
The continuity of 8F2(x, t) follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem
and the facts F2(y) Lv-1 with N -> 11/4 and Ai’ (:)= O(11//4) as :--, To show
continuity of JxSxF2 with j 1, we integrate by pas in (3.9) getting
x--(3.10) OxFE(X, t)=+(3t) -/3 Fi(y) Ai 3t)1/3 dy.
Now fix j-> 1
Io ((3.11) OJxF2(x, t)=(3t) -(+)/3 F.(y) Ai<) x-y(3t)/3 dy.
We need to show the continuity of 0JOxF2 at Xo, to>0. We keep x>=xo 1, t>= to/3.
The integrand is continuous in (x, t) for almost all y. Further it is uniformly bounded
for x_->Xo- 1:
F(y) Ai) (x-y)(3t) 1/3 y--x
t/3
since j/2-1/4>0 when j-> 1. Further this bound is integrable on + since FL and
the hypothesis on j implies j/2-1/4 <- N. This completes (a).
For the remainder of the proof fix j so 0<-j<=2N+1/2. For part (b) we pick n so
O<=n<=N+1/4-j/2 and keep x>=2. From (3.11) we get
x--yIx"O{OF2(x, )1 <-(3t)-(+/3x" Fi(y) Ai( 3)2 dy.
Let J1 and J2 be the two terms obtained by splitting the integral at y x/2. Note that
y > x/2 implies x" -< 2"y".
J1 (3t)-J+/3x"
.o
F.(y) Ai)
.3t)./3, dy
X/(3t) /3
-(3t)-/ax lF(x-(3t)/3) Ai () d
d=x/E(at)/3
after setting =(x-y)/(3t)/3. Note Oyx/2 implies x"2"(3t)"/3". Thus
X/(3t) /3
J (3t)-"-/32" "lF(x-(3t)/3) Ai () d.
dx/2(3t)t/3
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By (3.6) we can find a constant K such that ]s" Ai(j) (sc)[<_-K e
-
for _->0 and in
particular Is" Ai(j) (:)l <_-K exp (-x/2(3t) 1/3) for >-x/2(3t)-1/3. Thus
x/2
J1 <- (3t)(-")/22"K e -x/2(3t)’/3 ]F(y)I dy.
dO
Since F LI(R+), J1
-
0 as x
-
+o.
It remains to deal with
J2 J2(x) (3t)-<+l)/3x" I,/2 F(y)Ai(J) (x-y)(3t) 1/3 dyo
If j 0 and 0 <- n _-< N, then
J2,o(X) -< (3t)-1/32" y"[F(y)[ dy,
/2
which goes to 0 as x +o because F Lv.
Note that (3.6) implies that there is a constant A such that
IAi) (-#)1 _-< aj(1 v st)j/2-1/"
for real :. Thus when j _-> 1 we get
IxXn (Y--X)j/2-1/4J2d(x) <-- (3t)-(J+l)/32" y [F(Y)IAj I v (3t)l/3 dy/2
f +(3t)’/3 f<= C(t) y"IF(y)I dy + C2(t) y"lF(y)l(y X)j/2-1/4 dy/2 +(3t) 1/3
where C1(t) and C2(t) are positive functions of t. The first integral goes to 0 as x -->+
because n _-< N--< N. In the second integral note (y x)/2-/4 is a decreasing function
of x since j-> 1. Keeping x_-> 1, the second integral is bounded by
f y"[F’2( y)[( y 1)j/2-1/4 dy,+(3t)/3
which goes to zero as x
-
+c since we assume n +j/2-1/4 <= N and know F L. This
finishes (b).
We finally turn to part (c). Keep 0<= n <- N--j/2 and note n < N for all j=>0.
Now
x"loLo=F=(x, t)l dx <= x" + (3t)_(j+l)/3 Ai( x-y
=o =o t)l/3 F’2(y) dy dx.
Let K1 denote the integral x__o y=o""" dy dx, and let K2 denote the other. Set :=
(x--y)/(3t) 1/3 in K. We get
gl=(3t) -/3 x" ]Ai()()F(x-(3t)/3)[ d dx
=o g=o
=(3t)-/ IAi( ()1 xlFi(x-(3t)/) dxd
=0 =(3)1/3
(3)-/ Ai( (1 IFi( (+(3" dd
=0
(3t)-/32" Ai() y"lFi(y)l dy d
=0 =0
+(3t) n/3 Ai() (#)1#" IFi(y)[ dy <
=0 =0
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since F L]v with N >_- 11/4 and Ai()(sr) has faster than exponential decay as sr--> +oo,
and ]y+(3t)l/3[" _-< 2"(y" + (3 t) "/3:" ).
K2= (3t) -(+1)/3 x" F(y) Ai() x-y
=o (3 t)i/3 dy dx.
By (3.6)
K2 -< (3t) -(+1)/3 x IF(y)lCf 1+ y-x
-/2-/4
=o (3t)l/ dydx
<-- Cf(3t)-(+)/3
=o
IF(y)I
=oX 1+(3t)/3] dxdy.
In casej 1 we have j/2-> 0. So for x 1
yy f’ ( Y-I/2-’/4K2 Cf(3t) -(j+l/3 IF(y)[ x" 1 + (3t)1/3] dx dy=o =o
N C(3)-(+1/3 IF()(1 +y)++/-/4
=0
since n +-j/2N N Ifj =0, then j/2-< 0 and this argument Nils. However, ifj =0
we get
KN C2(3t) -1/3 IFi(l x + .
=o =o (3t) 1/3
By induction one shows that the inner integral is O(yn+(3/4)). Thus
K C(3)-/ IFi(y)l( +y)*/ y
=0
since we are assuming n N N- when j 0.
The results of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 rely on the fact that OF+(x, 0) is in
By contrast our next result does not use estimates on OF+(x, 0). The next result is
used by Kappeler in [9] where he considers KdV with ceain measures as initial data.
Up to this point we have used the Airy function strenuously; the rest of our results in
this section rely on the type of analysis found in Cohen’s paper [3]. Also by way of
contrast, note that the distinction between generic and nongeneric data does not arise
in the Airy function approach, whereas it does arise using the method of [3].
Pooso 3.7. Suppose that U e L(N) with M 3. If U is generic, set N M;
ocheise, set N M- 1. Let R+ be the reflection coecient of U(x). en a function
F+(x, t)
-
[ R+(k) exp (2i + 8ik3t) dk
may be well defined on R x (0, c) as an improper Riemann integral. Further for each
fixed > O, F+(x, t) is (2N 1)-times continuously differentiable with respect to x.
Moreover for arbitrarily small e(0<e<< 1/2) there are functions Ko,v(t) and Kl,v(t)
such that
IF+(x, t)] <_- ro,( t)x-+’+,
IoF+(x, t) <= K,v(t)x-v+/2+ for 1 <-_j <= 2N 1
whenever x > 12t > 0. K,N(t) can be chosen nonincreasing, bounded as t+, and
O( -/2-) as O.
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Proof. Use Proposition 2.7 and a careful adaptation of the methods of [3].
3.2. Properties of F_(x, t). Recall that the crucial term in the kernel of the left-side
Marchenko equation is
F_(x, t)= r-1 f_ R_(k) exp (-2ikx-8ikat) dk.
Since R_(-k)- R*(k), this may be rewritten as
F_(x, t) r
-
I?o R*(k) exp (2ikx + 8ikat) dk.
Because R*(k)- V*(k)/ W(k), the analysis of R/ is easily adapted to R_ and the
regularity of F_ is the same as that of F/. The decay of F_ and its derivatives as
x -->
-
requires different treatment because there will be stationary points when x < 0,
namely k +(Ixl/12t) 1/2.
The purpose of this subsection is to identify conditions on R_(k) sufficient to
verify the hypotheses on F_ in Kappeler’s L2 inverse scattering theorem [8]. The crucial
point is to see when OF_(x, t) and F_(x, t) are in L2(-c, X) for finite X and
j-0, 1,..., 4. We formulate the results in two ways to allow some flexibility as to
whether we ask R_ to have many derivatives of slower decay or fewer derivatives of
faster decay.
This subsection will not be used until late in 5.
LEMMA 3.8. Suppose the function g has property A(A, N), namely
where
g6 CV(R) forN>=2,
A_>l, A(n)=>max (1, A -n}
Let G(x, t) be defined by
as Ikl- oo for n--0, 1,2,
as lkl--> oo for 3 <= n <- N
and A_->A(3) ->..._->A(N).
G(x, t)= J_ g(k) e8ik3’+2’k dk.
IfN >- A + 3/2, then for > 0
(i) ox G(x, t) O(Ixl as x --> -o for j O, 1, 2.
IfN > (A + 1)/2, then for > 0 there is a such that 0 < << 1 and
(ii) oxG(x, O(Ixl as x-->-oo, j=O, 1,2.
Proof. This proof requires the careful extension and correction of the Appendix
B of [13], i.e., a careful analysis by the method of stationary phase. I-1
Remark. Result (ii) gets a weaker result but requires less regularity in g for fixed
A. The following applications will be used in discussion of the L2 inverse scattering
problem in 5.
Application l(i). Suppose g satisfies A(A,N) with 5/2 < A <= 7/2, N=5, and
A(n)= 1 for 3=<n-<5. Then N=>A+3/2. Part (i) of Lemma 3.8 tells us that for t>0
OG(x, t)-- O(]xl--)/2-/4) O(IX] -A/2+1/4) as X-->--oO.
Since -A/2+1/4<-l, it follows that both xG(x, t) and Ixl t) are in L2(-oo).
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Application l(ii). Suppose g satisfies A(A, N) with A-3, N=3, A(3)= 1. This
requires more decay but fewer derivatives than the previous application. Note that
N> (A + 1)/2. By part (ii) of Lemma 3.8, if > 0, then
for some very small positive/. Thus, in this case also, both aG(x, t) and Ixl/ axG(x, t)
are in L2(-oo).
Application 2(i). Suppose that g C8() and that
g")(k) O(Ikl -o) as Ikl- oo for n O, 1, 2,
g(")(k) O([kl -o(n)) as Ik[- c for 3 <_- n <_- 8
where
o=+e, o<<1/2,
Ao(n) -> max { 1, Ao- n} for 3 =< n =< 8,
4= Ao(3) >= Ao(4) ->_’’’ >= Ao(8).
Let go g and gl g’. Then it is easy to see that go satisfies A(A, N) with A )to and
N 8. One can also verify that gl satisfies A(A, N) with A A1 4 and N 7. Since
8> Ao+3/2 we can apply Lemma 3.8(i) to get
O2Go(X, t) O(Ixl-(o-/-/4) as x- -m,
Since 7 > h + 3/2, we can also obtain
oxGl(X, t)= O(Ixl-(", as x -oo,
Recall that
It follows that
and
j 0, 1, 2.
j-0, 1,2.
1 +x Go(x, t),02Go(x, t):- Ol(X t) 3t
1 1 x
a3xGo(x, t)
=-6- OlxGl(X t) +- Go(x, t)+OGo(x, t),
1 2 Go(x,t)/ 2Go(t).04xGo(X, t)=- OxGl(X, t) +2 x3t 0 x,
03Go(x, t)= O(Ixl -’-(3/4)) as x-
04Go(X, t)= O(Ix[ -1-/2) as x-
We can conclude that for j=0, 1,..., 4 both OG(x, t) and Ixll/20xG(x, t) belong to
L2(-oo).
Application 2(ii). Suppose that g satisfies A(A, N) with h =6, N =4, h(3) =4, and
A(4) 2. Then since 4 > (6+ 1)/2, Lemma 3.8(ii) gives us
OJxGl(X, t)--O(lx[ -(6-j)/2-) asx--oo, j=0,1,2
for some small positive & Also g’ satisfies A(A, N) with A =4 and N 3. Since
3 > (4+ 1)/2, Lemma 3.8(i) gives us
OJxGI(X, t) O(lx[ -(4-j)/2-1/4) asx--c, j=O, 1,2.
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Thus
oLd(x, t)--O(Ixl -+z=-) asx-->-oo, j=0, 1,2,
03xG(x, t)= O(Ixl -/=-) as x--> -co,
04xG(x, t)= O(Ix1-1-) as x-* -.
It follows that for 1=0, 1,..., 4 both O{G(x, t) and ]xl 1/ O(G(x, t) are in L:(-o).
4. The regularity of the solutions of the Marchenko equation. The right-hand side
Marchenko equation is
io(4.1) B+(x, y) + fl+(x + y) + B+(x, z)fl+(x + y + z) dz O.
It is well known [1], [6] that if ll+ e Ll(+oo) fl L(+oo) and if e Ll(+oo), then 12+
generates a compact operator from LI(R+) to El(R+) and from L2(R+) to L2(R+) for
each x by
l-l+[f](y) f(z)fl+(x + y + z) dz.
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are similar to results in [4]-[6]. They are stated here in the form
used later.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose n >-- 1. Suppose that 1)+ Cn+l (R) and that for all finite X
(i) la(s)l(l+ Isl) as <
(ii) /f O<- k<= n, then Ix II)(+k)(s)l ds < oo;
(iii) If O<- k<= n + 1, then sup{lL(x/)l:
(iv) Ix la"+l)(s)l ds <
Then (4.1) has a unique solution B+(x,. in Ll([+) I1L2(R+). Further x B+(x,. is
(n + 1)-times Frechet-differentiable as a function from R to L2(R+). Moreover OB+(x, y)
is continuous in Rx[O, oo) for k <-n+l. Finally if k<-_n, then 0
L(R+) f’l L(R+).
Proof. Consider first the case n 1"
The existence of B+(x,. in LI(R+) is well known [1], [6]. We need to show (a)
that x--> B(x,. is twice ditterentiable as a function from R to Lz(R+), (b) that
OB+(x, y) is continuous on R OB+(x,. )e LI(R+) for
k=0, 1.
Since 12+ e Ll(+o) it is easy to check that x -> II+x is continuous in the uniform
operator norm on both LI(R+) and L(R+). Thus (I + [l+)-1 also depends continuously
on x in the uniform norm in (L(R+)). It is also easy to see that
into L(R+)"
Iosup la+[g](y)l_-< sup Ig(z)lla+(x+y+z)l dz <= sup Ifl+(s)l Ig(z)[ dz.y->-O y>=O s>x z=0
It now follows from (4.1) that B/(x,. is in L(R+) as well as in L(R+). To see
the continuity of B+(x, y) we note
B+(Xl, y) B+(x2, Y2) -f/+(x, Yl) + [’+(X2, y2)
B+(x, Z){’+(Xl + Yl + Z) [’+(X2+ Y2 + z)} dz
{B+(x1, z) B+(x2, z)}fl+(x +y+ z) dz.
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Thus
IB+(Xl, y,) B+(x2, y=)l =< la+(x, + y,) l)+(x2+ y2)l
+ sup In -(s)l Ix, / Y,- x2- Y2I }B+(x, ,. )lc’
ss
+sup la+(s)l, IIB+(x,," )- U+(x=, .)llv
s
where somin {Xl +Yl, x2+y2}. The continuity of B+(x, y) as a mapx+ R now
follows easily.
For the rest of this section we will omit the subscripts "+" from B+, fl+, and +.
Where we intend B_ and fl_, the subscript "-" will appear.
Next we ask whether x B(x,. is differentiable as a map LI(+).
For h # 0, set
h(X,y) a(x++h)-a(x+)+ B(x,)a(x+Y+z+h)-a(x+Y+)h =o h dz
and for h 0, set
Note that
o(X, y) l’’(x + y) + B(x, z)12’(x + y + z) dz.
B(x+h,y)-B(x,y)
-(I + lO,+h))-l[h(X, )](y).h
Clearly h(X, L(/) f"l L(/) for all h. Further h(X, o(X, in both L(+)
and L(+) as h 0. Thus
B(x+h, .)-B(x, .)
-1 L’lim =-(l+ax) [o(X,’)] in (+)L(+)
Thus
OB(x, y) + OB(x, z)a(x + y + z) dz -o(X, y)
=0
-a’(x + y) B(x, z)a’(x +y + ) .
It now follows that OB(x, y) depends continuously on x and y.
Finally consider the map x OB(x,. as going from N to L(N+). We must show
that it is differentiable. Write B(’(x, y) for OB(x, y). For h 0, set
Oh(X," )= --(I + a+h))[ + h,. )- n(l’)(x, )]"
Since all Bl’(x, are in LI(+) 0 L(+) it follows that Oh (X,’) is in LI(+) 0 L(+).
Computation shows that
f B(x + h, z) B(x, z) fl’(x + y + h + z) dzh(x,y)=O’(x+y+h) ’(x+y)+h o h
+ B(,O(x ) a(x + y + h + ) a(x +y + )h &
+ B(x, ) a’(x + + h + ) a’(x + y + ) d.h
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For h 0 set
Oo(X, y) f"(x + y) + 2 B(l’)(x, z)’(x + y + z) dz + B(x, z)f"(x + y + z) dz.
Our hypotheses and earlier results tell us that
,o(X," L2(R+) f’) L(R+).
Now we verify that 4’h(X,’)’g’o(X,’) in L2(+). As a function of y in R+,{fl’(x+
y+h)-l’(x+y)}/h converges to "(x+y) in L2(+) as h-)0. The remaining three
terms in Oh (X, y) are essentially convolutions. It is straightforward to verify the conver-
gence of the factors in these convolutions in L2(+). Thus, still in L2(+), @h(X," )-->
@o(X," as h- 0. Thus
B(")(x + h, )- B")(x,lim -lim (I + (x+h))-lIh(X,
h0 h h0
So OB(x,. exists in L2(+) and satisfies
=-(I+ llx)-lqo(X, .).
B(x, z)lT’(x + y + z) dz.
The continuity of 02B(x, y) follows from analysis of this equation.
This proves the theorem for n 1. The method extends in the obvious way to
cases where n > 1. F1
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose that fl(x, t) has the following properties"
(i) For fixed > O, fl(x, t) is a C function of x, and
for all finite X.
(ii) The mapping
-
(., t) is differentiable both as a mapfrom (0, oo) to Ll(+o)
andfrom (0, oo) to L(+oo); x lOrrY(x, t) dx < oo, for finite X.
(iii) The mapping f(., t) is differentiable as a map from (0, oo) to L2(+),
x [OtOxf(x, t)[2 dx < oo for finite X.
(iv) For fixed t> O, the functions f(x, t), Ox(x, t), Ot(x, t), and OtOxf(x, t) are
in L(+).
(v) The functions mentioned in (iv) are continuous on x (0, oo). For each > O,
let B(x,., t) denote the solution of
B(x, y, t) -I- fl(x + y, t) -t- B(x, z, t)(x -t- y + z, t) dz 0,
which is the Marchenko equation with fl fl(x, t). Then
(a) The map
-
B(x, ., t) is differentiable both as a map (0, oo) LI(+) and as
a map (0,) L2(+). Further both B(x, y, t) and OrB(x, y, t) are continuous in x
[0, ) x (0, ).
(b) The map t--OxB(x,., t) is differentiable as a map (0, oo) L2(R+), and
0tO,B(x, y, t) is continuous in x O, oo) x (0, oo).
OB(x, y) + OB(x, z)l’(x + y + z) dz -f"(x + y) 2 B(l")(x, z)ll’(x + y + z) dz
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Proof. By hypotheses we have ll(x, t) L(+oo) and O,,l’(x, t) L](+oo) for each
fixed > 0. Therefore the solutions B(x,., t) exist in L(/). The continuity of B(x, y, t)
follows immediately, as does the existence and continuity of O,B(x, y, t).
Let 11 denote the operator ll[g](y)= o l’l+(x +y+ z, t)g(z) dz.
We use again the methods of the previous theorem. For h # 0, one gets
B(x, y, + h) B(x, y, t) f B(x, z, + h) B(x, z, t)
h + J=o h f(x +Y + z, + h dz
where
=--h(X, y, t)
l’(x + y, + h)-fl(x + y, t)h(X’y’t)= h
+ B(x,z,t) a(x+y+, t+h)-ll(x+y+, ) d.h
We have assumed that the map
-
ll(., t) is differentiable in L(+m). Therefore as
hO, h(x, ", t) converges in L(N+) to
o(X, y, t) Ota(x + y, t) + B(x, z, t)Ota(x + y + z, t) &.
It is easy to see that h(X,’, t) o(X,’, t) also in L(+), whence in L:(+) as well.
Now we have
B(x,.,t+h)-B(x,.,t) (I + a+h)-l[--h(X ", t)].h
The operator (I+ +h)-I depends continuously on h in the operator norms on both
L(+) and L2(+). So
lim B(x, + h) B(x, t) (I +t)-[-o(X,x ., t)]
hO h
in both spaces; equivalently O,B(x,., t) exists in L(+) L2(+) and satisfies
oB(x, y, ) -a,(x + y, t) B,(x, , )a(x + + , t) &
B(x, , t)a,(x + y + , t) dz.
From this it follows that O,B(x,., t) is in L(N+) and that OB(x, y, ) is continuous in
x [0, ) x (0, m).
Next we study the map OB(x,., t). Set
h
Computation shows that
h(X, y, t) {a(’(X +y, + h) a(l’(x +, t)}/h
+ B(x,, t){a(x+y+, t+h)-a(x+y+, t)}h
-
&
+ B(x,,t){a(,(x+y+z,t+h)-a(,(x+y+,t)}h
-
dz
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+ {B(x,z,t+h)-B(x,z,t)}h-lf(l’)(x+y+z,t+h)dz.
Clearly as h->0, we get the convergence h(X, ", t)-> o(X, ", t) in L2(R+), where
XIto(X, y, t) OtOxfl(x + y, t) + Bx(x, z, t)fl(x + y + z, t) dz
+ B(x, z, t)flx,t(x +y+ a t) dz
+ B,(x, z, t)a(x +y+ z, t) dz.
Thus B,(x,., t) is differentiable in L2(R+) and
OtOxB(x, y, t)+ OtOxB(x, z, t)a(x +y + z, t) dz -Oo(X, y, t)
whence OtOB(x, y, t) is continuous and belongs to L(+) as a function of y.
We next investigate the consequences of a stronger decay assumption on ’(x),
namely that there is an a 1 such that
I ’(x)l(1 +lxl dx < for all X in .
x
We make use of an inequality of Faddeev’s [6, p. 160]
(4.2) In(x) + OxB(x, 0) C(x) la’(t)l dt
where C(x) is a nonincreasing function of x.
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose that e L(+) and
’
e L(+) with a 1. Let B(x, y) be
the solution of (4.1) and set u(x) -OB(x, 0). en u e L(+).
Proof Because of (4.2) it suffices to prove that
Q y" In’(t)l dt dy <
t=y
for x=>0.
Now
Q y’ la’(t)l at la’( )l ds dy
=y =y
[l’l’(t)[ Ifl’(s)[ y dy ds dt + II-l’(t)l [a’(s)l y" dy ds dt
=t
1
a+l If’( t)lt
(+1)/2 l)’(s)ls(+1)/2 ds dt
since (a+l)/2_-<a. /q
5. The existence theorem for KdV; properties of the solution. In this section we
describe the properties of the function u(x, t) constructed by the inverse scattering
method and establish the sense in which it solves the problem (1.1), (1.2).
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THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that U L(R) and that U L(R+) for some N_-> 11/4.
Then there is a classical solution u(x, t) of KdV in > 0 such that
(i) OxO U (X, t) is continuous in x for each positive when 0 <-_j + 3 k <- 2N 3;
(ii) u( t) U in H-I(+o) as t- O.
(iii) xnOu(x, t)O as x+c for O<-_n<-_S+1/4-(j+ l)/2.
Proof. For each fixed positive we consider the Marchenko equation
(5.1)
where
and
B+(x, y, t) + f+(x + y, t) + f+(x + y + z, t)B+(x, z, t) dz 0
=0
l+(x, t) F+(x, t) + 2 c+j e-2x+st
jJ
F+(x, t)= 7r
-
J-o R+(k) e8’’+’ dk.
This F+(x, t) F(x, t)+ F2(x, t) as in {} 3. By appealing to Lemmas 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and
to the hypothesis N >= 11/4 we conclude that
(a) d,,l-l+(x, t) L(+o),
(b) O,l+(x, t) L’(+) for 0_-< v<=2N-1/2,
(c) 0O/(x, t) L(+) for 0<_- v-<_2N+1/2, and
(d) O+fl+(x, t) L2(+o) for 0 -< v-<_2N-3/2.
Note that N > 11/4 implies that 2N-3/2=>4. Thus our kernel II/(x, t) satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 with 1 <-n <-2N-. So we obtain a solution B/(x, y, t) to
(5.1) such that
B+(x,., t) LI(R+) CI L2(R+).
O,B+(x, y, t) is continuous for (x, y) in (0, o) if _-< n + 1.
O,B+(x,., t)Ll(R+)f-lL(R+) if0v<_-n.
Let u(x, t)=-O,,B+(x, O, t). We must now show that u(x, t) is the desired solution of
KdV.
In addition to properties (a)-(d) of 1+ wc know that in the distribution sense
atl)+(x, t) + o,l+(x, t) 0 for > 0, x 6 .
Since N_-> 11/4, and thus 2N-1_->4 we conclude that l+(x, t) and O,f+(x, t) are
continuously ditterentiable with respect to t, and that
OtiS+(’, t) -03,,1+( t) L(+o) (q L(+o),
0,axe+( , t) -a4xf+( t) L2(+c) I"1 L(+).
In order to apply Theorem 4.2 we need finally to check that f+(., t) is differentiable
in L(+c) for > 0; but this follows from the continuity and decay rate of 1", -fxx.
By applying Theorem 4.2 we now learn that
OtB+(x, ", t) LI(+) n L(+),
O,OxB+(x,., t) L2(+) t"1 L(R+),
and further that all oJ,,oB+(x, y, t) are continuous in R x[0, c)x (0, c) for j+3k <-
2N-2.
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For fixed positive t, it is clear that u has the regularity (i) and the decay rate (iii).
The proof that this function u(x, t) satisfies the KdV equation (1.1) in > 0 follows
Tanaka’s argument in 17]. The condition N _-> 11/4 gives enough regularity to justify
the formal argument.
To prove (ii) we show that u(x, t)--> U(x) in H-I([x, )) as t-->0 for each finite
X. Since B+(x, O, t)= u(s, t) ds for t_-> 0 we must show that B+(x, O, t)-> B+(x, O, O)
in L2([X, o)) as t--> 0. From the Marchenko equation (4.1) we obtain
where
B+(x, O, t)- B+(x, O, O)=-Ql(x, t)- QE(X, t)- Qa(x, t)
Q(x, t)= +(x, t)-+(x, 0),
Q2(x, t) (B+(x, z, t)- B+(x, z, 0)tfl+(x + z, t) dz,
Q3(x, t) B+(x, z, 0){l)+(x + z, t)- 12+(x + z, 0)} dz.
One easily sees that Q(x, t)--> 0 in L-([X, o)) as t--> 0.
Next we show Q3(x, t)-> 0 in L2([X, o)) as t-->0 by showing that
(5.2) liO3(’,
For any h e L2([X, ))
ix h(x)Q3(x, t) dx h(x) B+(x, s-x, O){fl+(s, t)-+(s, 0)} ds dx
_--< la+(s, t)-a+(s, 0) Ih(x)B+(x, s-x, O)ldx ds
=X =X
-<-I1+(’,
Ih(x)N+(x, s-x, 0)1 dx ds
=X =X
Letting denote the second factor, we have
,:t, _-< Ih(x)l2 dx [S+(x, s x, 0)12 dx ds
=X =X =X
_-< Ilhllt,> IB+(x,s-x,O)l dxds
=X x=X
From Tanaka’s paper 17, 1 we have
IB/(x,y,O)I<--K IU()ldz forallx>--X, y>-O,
whence
Thus
IB/(x, s- x, o)l K u(z)l dz for all x >-_ X, s >- x.
_-< Ilh II.(tx,oo K U(z)l dz
=X =X
dx ds) 1/2
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whence tIl__< CIIhll=t, where
c-g g(w)l dw (z-X)=lg(z)l dz < oo.
=X
Now (5.2) follows since h was arbitrary.
Finally we look at Q2(x, t): One finds
Q=(x. t)[[ -,2(rx,oo)) =< [B+(x, a t)-B+(x, z, 0)12 dzdxllQ(. t)[[
=X =0
The second factor is bounded as 0, so we look at the first factor, (t).
B+(x, z, t)- B+(x, z, O)=-Q4(x, z, t)- Q(x, z, t)
where
Q4(x,., t) (I + tx)-l[-+(x --i- [. ], t) +(x --t- [. ], 0)]
and
Qs(x, ", t)= [(I + li)-’-(I+ IIx)-’]fl+(x +[. ], 0).
Thus
s(t) IIQ4(x, ., t)/ Q,(x, ., O)ll(/) dx<=2 (llQ,(x, ., t)ll=/ llQ,(x, ., tll) dx.
There is a bound M such that
II(+a’)-’llo.:/_-<M forX_-<x-<oo, 0_<t_<l
because the operator depends continuously on (x, t) and the kernel decays fast enough
as x +. Thus
Q4(x, ", t)ll,/ <= M la/(s, t)-fL(s, 0)[2 ds
and
IlO4(x, ", t)l[2 dxM (s-X)l/(s, t)-m(s, O)l= ds.
By the form of 12+, fl+ F/ + G+ in 3.1, we need only show
t)-F+(s, 0)12 dsO as t->0.
We already know F+(s, t)- F+(s, 0) in L2(R) so it suffices to show c+, s=lF+(s, t)-
F+(s, 0)l2 dsO. By Proposition 2.5 we know R+CI(R) and R+(k)=O(k-) as
k +oo. We may therefore follow Kappeler’s proofofTheorem 3.1 (iv) in [9] to conclude
that sF/(s, t)- sF+(s, 0) in L2(+oo) as t-0. It remains to make x Q(x.., t)ll
-
dx-+O
as 0. But, using L2 norms on fl+,
Q(x, ", t)ll II(I/ a)-’(a-a)(I+a)-’ o,,llm(x /[. ], t)ll
<-- Mlla-a’xllo, lltl+(x +[" ]. t)ll.
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The last factor is bounded as t--> 0 so
which we have already seen goes to 0 with t.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. [q
Under certain additional hypotheses we can also study u(x, t) as x-->-.
THEOREM 5.2. (i) Assume that U L(R), that N >- 5, and that R_n)(k) O(Ikl
as k --> +cfor n O, 1, 2 and some A > 5/2. Let u(x, t) be the solution to KdV with initial
profile U in the sense ofTheorem 5.1. Then u( t) evolves in L2(R) for > O. IfN >= A + 2,
then
-oo lu(x, t)l=lxl= dx < for any a with A -3/2 > 2a ->_ 1.
(ii) Suppose that U satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 5.1, that Rf)(k)= O(k-3)
for n =0, 1, 2, and that R)(k) O(k-). Let u(x, t) be the solution of KdV given by
Theorem 5.1. Then u(x, t) evolves in L2() for > O.
Remark 1. The purpose of the extra hypothesis is to allow use of the left-side
Marchenko equation as well as the right-side one, and thereby to study u(x, t) as
x-->-. Sachs did not treat this point. Kruzhkov and Faminskii also show evolution
in L2(), but they consider weighted L2 norms only on +, and their construction is
not conducive to analysis of the long time asymptotics of their solution.
Remark 2. For U in L() it is known that additional regularity of U is a
sufficient condition for additional decay of R_(k). For example, from [4] one learns
that if U(x) is absolutely continuous, U’(x) is piecewise absolutely continuous,
U L(R), U’ L(), and U" L4(), then the hypothesis of (ii) is satisfied. Another
example [20] shows that if xOU(x) is in L() for 0<-m<-4 and 0_<-j_-<4, then the
hypothesis of (ii) is also satisfied.
Proof. (i) We consider the solution u(x, t) provided by Theorem 5.1. We know
from 3 that for > 0
OxF+(x, t)= o<lxi
OF_(x, t)= O(Ixl -x/+1/4)
as x --> +,
as x--> -.
The same decay rates hold for 0,1"1+, 0xfl_. By the forward scattering theory [5], [6]
all hypotheses of Theorem 3.3 in [8] are satisfied at each > 0. Thus we conclude by
Theorem 3.9 of [8] that
u(., t)=-0xB+( ", 0, t)= O,,B_(., O, t)
in Loc() for each fixed positive t, where B+ and B_ are the solutions of the Marchenko
equations
B+(x, y, t) + fl+(x + y, t) + B+(x, z, t)l)+(x + y + z, t) O,
=0
B_(x, y, t) + l’l_(x + y, t) + B_(x, z, t)fl_(x +y + z, t) 0
in L(R+) and LI(-), respectively.
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In the generic case u(x, t)=O([x[ -r+l+) as x->oo for 0<e<< 1/2. In the excep-
tional case u(x, t) O(x-++) as x for 0 < e << 1/2. Since N _-> 5, u(., t) L(a+).
If we know that both A > 5/2 and N_->A +2, then we can pick a so A -3/2> 2a ->_ 1
and conclude that
since 2a + 2(-N+2e) < 1.
Isl="lu , t)l
-
ds < oo
If we take a so A-3/2> 2a _-> 1, then by Kappeler’s Theorem 3.9 [8] we get
t)l < for t> 0.
Since 2a _-> 1 we get
--
[u(s, t)[2 ds < c also. But since u(x, t) is in Ll(+o) f’l L(+)
we can conclude that
_
lu(s, t)l2 ds <, and further that u(., t) LE(R-).
The proof of (i) is completed by combining results on R+, -; the proof of (ii) is
similar.
THEOREM 5.3. For N->3, assume that U LI() if U is generic, but that U
L]v+l() if U is nongeneric. Let u(x, t) be the solution of KdV provided by Theorem 5.1.
Recall B+(x, O, t)- u(z, t) dz. Then
(i) For O<-n<-_N-l,x"B+(x, O, t)->x"B+(x, O, O) in L2(+c) as t->0;
(ii) For each n with 1 <= n <- N 1, if (1 + x
x’U(x) in L(+c) as t->O for all a with 0_-<a_-<n;
(iii) For each n with 1-<_n-<_N-1, ifboth (l+x")U(x) and (l+x)U’(x) are in
L2(+), then also xOxu(x, t)-> xU’(x) in L2(+c) as t->O for all with 0<-_ a <-_ n.
Proof. Because R+(k) is at least C and R’+(k) is O(k-1) as k-> +c, the proof
of (i) may be taken over from the proof of Kappeler’s [9, Thm. 3.1]. We prove (ii)
below; the proof of (iii) is similar.
Start with the representation
u(x, t)- U(x)=Oxfl+(x, t)-Oxfl+(x, O)
+ {B+(x, z, t)- B+(x, z, 0)}0l)+(x + z, t) dz
+ B+(x, z, 0){dxfl+(x + z, t)
-0D+ (x + z, 0)} dz
+ {OxB+(x, z, t)-O,B+(x, z, 0)}fl+(x + z, t) dz
+ O,,B+(x, z, O){l)+(x + z, t)- lI+(x + z, 0)} dz,
which is based on the Marchenko equation. Call the five terms on the right T(x, t)
for z,= 1,... ,5. We must show that xT(x, t)-->O in L:([X, oo)) as t->O for arbitrary
X and u 1, , 5. We do this by assuming three technical points which will be stated
when first used but not proved until the end.
Since xU(x)eL(l) for O<_-aNn, Proposition 2.7 tells us that kR)(k) is in
L2(I) for 0 <= a < n, and that R)(k)+ is in L2([) for 0 <= a < N. Thus
X’F+(x) L2() for 0_-< a =< N,
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and
xOxF+(x) L2() for 0-< a <-_ n.
By Kappeler’s method of proof [9, Thm. 3.1] one may show that if 0-</3 _-< n, then
(5.3a) x+(x, t) xf+(x, 0) in L2(+o) as t- 0
and that
(5.3b) afl+(x, t) --> 0[l+(x, 0) in L2(-+-oo) as t--> 0.
The convergence of XTl(X, t) to 0 in L2([X, )) as --> 0 is one part of our first technical
result:
Point 1. If 0-< a _-< n and X is fixed, then
(5.4) XOxll+(x, t)--> xOl+(x, 0) in L2([X, (X3)) as t--> 0,
(5.5) [xl2 10,a+(s, t)--Oa+(s,O)[ dx-->O as t-->0.
Looking at T2(x, t) we see
Ix Ix { IoIxr:(, t>l: dx <- Il ]+(x, , t-Z+(x, , o>[: d
]xl 10a+(x+ z, t)l dz dx
(io_-< [xl [,/(, , t)-,/(, , ol d dx
Ixl= laxf+(x+ z, t)l= dz dx
The second factor is bounded as t-0 by (5.4). Part of our next technical point tells
us that the first factor vanishes as t- 0:
Point 2. Fix X. Then, as t- 0,
(5.6) B+(x,., t)
-
B+(x,., O) in L2(+) uniformly for x -> X,
(5.7) Ixl2 IB+(x,z,t)-B+(x,z,O)12dz dxO forO-<a<-n.
Looking at the third term we see
Ix fo[xr(x, t[ dx<- [xl I’/(, z, o)ld
Ixl Ioa/(+, -Oxa/(+ a o1 a a
(fX (IoX)2_-< Ixl= In+(x, z, 0)1= dz dx
Ixl= 10n+(x/ z, t)-oxn+(x/ z, o)1= dz dx
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The first factor is finite by (5.6). The second factor vanishes because of the form of
l+ and result (5.5).
For the fourth term, we see
Ix’T4(x, t)l dx <- Ixl" IOxB+(x, z, t)-OxB+(x, z, O)l: dz
I1 la/(+,ll
<= Ix[ IOxB+(x, z, t)-OxB+(x, z, 0)12 dz dx
Ixl a.(x+, , )1 d dx
The second Nctor is bounded as 0 by Point 1. The first factor vanishes by the final
technical result:
Poin 3. As 0
(5.8) OB+(x, a t) OB+(x, a 0) in L(N+) uniformly for x e X,
(5.9) Ixl Io+(x,,)-o.(x,,o)ld dxO for0.
Finally,
)Ix"T(x, t)l dx <- Ix[ IOxB+(x, z, 0)12 dz
I1 In+(,+ z, t)-n+(+ z, 0)l: az d
Ix Io.(x, a o1 e ex
(IoIxl:" I+(x + t)--+(x + z, 0)l: dz dx
Point 3 says the first factor is finite; the second factor vanishes by (5.3a).
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.3 we must now prove three technical points.
Recall that
O+(x, t)= F+(x, t)+2 E c+ exp (8t-2x).
Thus for Point 1 it suces to prove
Point l’.If0un,lnN-landXe,thenas t0
(5.4’) xoF+(x, t) xoF+(x, 0) in L:([X, )),
(s.5’ I IoF.(, -o+(, ol a axO.
x
oof of (5.4’). It suces to treat 0 and n. Recall that
(5.o o.(x,
-
[ i.( e*’k
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By Proposition 2.7 we know 2ikR (k) is in L2(R). It follows that O,F+(x, t) OxF+(x, O)
in LE(R) as --)0. It is the exponential terms in Oxl+(x, t) that restrict the convergence
(5.4) to hairlines. This takes care of the case a 0. Next we take 1 -< a n _-< N- 1. By
the case a 0 we know
xOF+(x, t) xOF+(x, O) in Lo.
Thus it suffices to prove
xoxF/(x, t)- xoF/(x, O) in L2([2, oo)).
Set (k)= 2ikR/(k) in (5.10). Note that
OxF+(x, t) 7r-1 (k) 2i(12k2t + x)
C9[ e8ik3t+2ikx]
Ok
dk
(_l)Tr_l f_oo 0 [ (k)][e8ik3t+2ikX]dk.
-
2i(12kEt+x)
Repeating this procedure one finds
OxF+(x, t)= (-1)’Tr
-11_oo ff’[] e8ik3t+2ikx dk
where 3-[g]=Ok[g/12i(12k2t+x)]. Now ff[] is a linear combination of terms of
the form
()(k)kt
(12k2t+x)+ where 0__< h _-< a, 0-</z -< u,
Since x’OxF+(x, t) is a linear combination of the terms
f?oo k xIx,.,(x, t)= tTr-’ 5’(k) (12k2t+x),+ e8ik3t+2ikx dk,
it will suffice to show that as 0
Ia,,,(x, t)-) Ia,,,(x, O) in L2([2, )).
Case v > 0. Here we need I;,,,(x, t) 0 in L2([2, o0)). Since h =< a n =< N- 1 we
know (a) L2(R). For each let W(x, t) denote the inverse Fourier transform of
(a)(k) exp (8ik3t). Now we can see I,,, as the result of a pseudo-differential operator
acting on Wx. The symbol
k,x
p,,(x, k) (12k2 + x)+
has the property that there is a C such that
[o’Oxp.,(x, k) <- C for x _-> 1, 0 _<- <_- 1.
Choose a nonnegative C cutoff function st(x) such that ’(x)=0 for x_<0, ’(x)- 1
for x >_- 2, and 10x" ’(x)[ _-< Mo for all m N. Now for x >- 2
Ix,,(x, t)= t-l[(x)p,,(x, t)ff[ W (x, t)]].
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By a result of Calderon and Vaillancourt (as present in [18, Thm. 3.1, p. 347]) we
see there is a constant Mx independent of for 0-< t-< 1 such that
t-l[(x)p,,(x, t),;[ Wx (x,
Thus, as required, Ix,,,(x, t)-->0 in L2([2, oo)) as t-> 0.
Case v 0. Since 0 =</x-< v, we must show
Ix,o,o,(X, t)--> Ix,o,o,(X, 0) in L2([2, oo)) as t 0.
Now
1 dkXIa,o,o,(X, t)- Ix,o,o,(X, 0) 7r
-
x) (k) (12k_ + x) e8ikat e2ikx
+ 7r
-
(a)(k) (12kii_x).- 1 e2’k dk
1] is in L2([). Apply the same result of Calderon and Vaillancourtand (a)(k)[e8ik3t
to obtain
(X)(k)[e8’k3’-l]’(x) 12k2t+x) e dk
<= Mlll(X)(k)[e8’k3’
the right side of which clearly goes to 0 as 0. The second term in the difference
Ix,o,o(X, t)- Ix,o,o(X, 0) is treated similarly to complete the proof of (5.4’).
In proving (5.5’) we may assume XI. Let E(x, t) denote
aF+(s, 0)1 ds. We must show
xlxlE(x,t)dxO
as tO.
Divide the integral at x 1. Clearly
x
(x Io.(s, oF+(s, o1 as ax
(x (s-Xo+(s, -o.(s, o as,
=X
which goes to zero by (5.4’). Next
ax {x(x, t(x, x
slo.(s, -o.(s, o1 as (x, t x
slo+(s, -o.(s, o1 as (x, ax.
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The first factor goes to zero by (5.4’). The second also does since
E(x, t) dx (s- 1)lOsF.(s, t)-OsF+(s, 0)12 ds.
This completes the proof of Point 1. l-]
Point 2.
(i) B/(x,., t)
-
B/(x,., 0) in L2(R/) as 0 uniformly in x => X;
(ii) 1 Ixl=lln/(x,’,t)-’n/(x,’,O)ll4=* dx-’o ast0 for0_-<a-<n.
Proof. We have
IIn+(x,., t)- B+(x,., o) II,_.+)
(5.11) <= Co(x)[ll]+(x +[. 3, t)-+(x +[. 3,
+ I1(I +
where Co(x)=sup {11(I+ ’)-’llo," x_-< w, 0-< t_-< 1}. Co(x) is finite and nonincreasing.
We show that each term on the right of (5.11) vanishes as t->0. First
sup {lln+(x +r. 3, t)-fl+(x +[. ], 0)llk=+): x_-> x} =< In+(, t)-fl+(s, 0)l ds,
which, as we have already seen, vanishes as t-> 0. Second,
[[(I +
-
Co(x (y-xla/(y, -a/(, o1 a
Thus
sup {ll(I+ a)-l- (I+ a)-’llo, x>-X}
<-_ Co(X) (y-x)lf+(y, t)-n+(y, 0)12 dy
which vanishes as t0 by Point 1. This completes (i). Because of (i) it suces to
prove (ii) for X 0. Now by (5.11)
IlB+(x,.,t)-B+(x,.,O)l[ 4
C,(x la.(, -a+(, o1 a
+ Co(x) (y-x)la+(y, t)-a+(y, 0)l: dy la+(s, 0)l: ds
where C(x) and C:(x) are nonincreasing. Now first
(ixIxl: Im(, t)-m(, o)1: d & lm(, t)-m(, o)1 d
lm, t-m, 01 d d. lfl+, t-m, 01 d
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Sa+II"+(S t)-+(s, 0)12 ds" s’ll+(s, t)-fl+(s, 0)12 ds,
which goes to 0 as t--> 0 by (5.3a) since a <_-N-1. Next, we see
Io (Ix (ixIx[ TM (y-x)[fl+(y, t)-l’L(y, O)l2 dy Ifl+(s, O)l- as
(y-x)ln+(y, t)-fl+(y, o)l dy s’ ln+(s, o)l
<= K
-
yll’l+( y, t)-ft+(y, 0)12 dy ylO+( y, t)-fl+(y, 0)12 dy dx
K2 ylft+(y, t)-fl+(y, 0)[2 dy ylO+(y, t)-D.+(y, 0)12 dy.
Both of the last two factors go to 0 with by (5.3a). This completes part (ii).
Point 3.
(i) OxB+(x,., t) -> OxB+(x,., 0) in L2(R+) as -> 0 uniformly in x _-> X;
(ii) x IxllloB+(x, ", t)-OxB+(x,., O)[[2<a+) dx->O as t->O for O=< a _-< n.
Proof. One may verify that
4
(I + [lt)[OxB+(x, ", t) -OxB+(x ", 0)] E Q(x, ", t)
v-----1
where
Ql(X, ", t) [(l + l’l)-(l + II)]OxB+(x, ", 0),
Q2(x, y, t)=Oxfl+(x + y, t)-Oxfl+(x + y, 0),
Q3(x, y, t) {B+(x, z, t) B+(x, z, O)}0xfl+(x + y + z, t) dz,
Q4(x, y, t) B+(x, z, O){Oxfl+(x +y+ z, t)-Oxfl+(x +y+ z, O)} dz.
< Co(X) for all x > X, 0 < < 1 it suffices to prove for each v thatSince II(l + a)-’llop
as t->0
(i) Q(x,., t) --> 0 in L2(R+) uniformly for x ->_ X, and
(ii) c Ix[2’[]Q,(x, ", t)ll2<+) dx-->0.
Case t, 1.
IlQl(x," t)[l<+) --Ilag-all = IloB+(x," 0)11 ==op L (1 )"
SO
sup {ll,(x, ., t)[l2(+): x > X} < K
which goes to 0 with by (5.3). Thus (i) holds.
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Ixl=llQ(x, ", t)ll’ dx<=K x2 slO+(s t)-fl+(s, 0)12 as dx
K x2 sla.(s t)-a+(s, 0)12 ds
X:-2 sln+(s t)--n+(s,O)l2 ds &
K s31n+(s, t)--n+(s, O)l as
=0
-la.(, -a+(, 01 aa
la.(, -a+(, o1 a la+(, -(s, 01 a,
which goes to zero with by (5.3) since N3 says 3/2N n N N-1. This finishes (ii).
Case 2. This follows directly from Point 1.
Case 3.
[[Q3(x, ", t)[[(+)= {B+(x,z, t)-B+(x, a O)}Oxa+(x+ y+z, t) dz dy
=0 =0
< IIB+(x," t)-B+(x, o)ll = 10a+(s, t)l dsdyL2(+)
=0
IlB+(x,., t)- B+(x,., 0)11 (-x)loxn+(s, t)l2 ds.
Convergence (i) follows by Point 1 and Point 2. For (ii) note
o
Ixl= Q3(x, ,, t)ll 4 dx
Ixlll+(x,., )-B.(x,.,o)ll (-x10a+(,la a.
Since B+(x,., t) B+(x,., 0) in L(N+) uniformly in x 0 we check the boundedness
of the rest:
Ixl (-xloa.(, 1
= lo,n+(, t)l a
-
lon+(, t)l as
s31a,n+(s, t)l= ds s=lan+(s, t)l= ds.
Both factors are bounded for 0 1 by Point 1.
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Now
sup {ll Q4(x, ", t)ll=: x-> x} < sup {llB+(x,., 0)11 =" x > X}
which goes to 0 by Point 1. Further
’lxl=’llQa(x,., t)l] 4 dx
x=X
(s-x)la,f+(s, t)-om(s, o)l: ds
2
The second factor is finite and the first goes to 0 by Point 1.
This finishes the proof of the last of the three technical points needed to complete
the proof of Theorem 5.3. [q
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